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(54) Multimedia computer

(57) The computer has a removable flush-fitting keyboard which can be used attached or detached from the
computer. It can be released in order to use the disc drive or C D Rom. Output to V C R and television allows
recording on video and gives a larger screen display than a conventional monitor.

A modem and phone output connection provide Internet network information. E-mail and FAX. An
additional input provides a link with any fax machine to scan documents and use the fax as a printer for the
computer.
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This invention relates to multimedia computer Hard ware.

Computers have served the business and more recently the
home enviroment for work and recreation use . Trends towards
the use of multimedia are providing tremendous educational
potential

.

To utilize this technology at the home proves expensive to
explore the full potential. It requires additional hard ware and
soft ware products which are expensive.

The present invention provides a more cost effective way to
EMall-FAX Netware Information all in one unit .To be able to
visually record and play back on a V C R all information
displayed and logged into the computer and then be able to
display the information in a large screen format without the
cost of a conventional monitor has many advantages.lt
therefore uses many house -hold Kerns to interconnect by
leads with out the need for additional hardware and software .

One of the major problems with computers (Even having
reduced the cost by not requiring a separate monitor by
making use of an existing television and video) is a lack of
understanding computer technology by the majority of home
users.By linking to a video, computer manufactures can
provide a training video indecating what should be carried out
on the screen.The new owner would need to copy what they
haveseen on the screen rather than having to read a complex
manual .Most software houses are providing bulletin boards to
give advise on software problems .Using the systems means
that once connected to network information it can be reached
and then stored on video.

The invention can be viewed by the accompanying drawings.
FIG1: Computer with keyboard its position covering the disc
drive and C D ROM
FIG2: On releasing the keyboard the C D ROM and disc drive
exposed.
FIG3:Top views of computer with keyboard secured.
FIG4:Side view keyboard release .

FIG5:Front view with keyboard released and C D Rom exposed.
FIG 6: Rear view with input and output sockets listed.



Referring to the drawing the computer comprises of Fig 1 a
container measuring 450 by 415 by 150 mm high at the rear
with a recess at the front of the computer some 60 mm deep
which would secure and lock in a key board to make the unit
easily transportable . The key board could be used In position
Fig: 1 and 3 or released and being connected by flex cord
could be located some 400-500 mm away from the main unit.

As a protection against damage , on releasing the key board
Fig: 2 ,4 and 5 access is gained to a C D Rom Disc drive along
with one 3 and a half Inch disc drive .

To the rear of the computer Fig :6 the normal input and output
sockets would be available with 3 additional connecters
(1)A connector which allows connection to a telephone line via
an internal Modem Card
(2) A socket that would allow a telephone output connector
from any fax machine allowing the computer to use the fax to
act as a printer using Its thermal paper or plain paper
whichever facility it has .In addition with this connection the
fax machine would act as a scanner allowing images on A4
sheets on to the hard disc

(3) A scart/RF output feed by Internal video card from the
computer that would feed scart/RF Input to V C R utilizing the
A V Channel to a mono /stereo video recorder .The scart
connection using extra circurity In the video to enhance the
Image .This could be recorded and or displayed on a
household Television from the smallest to the largest screen
Via the VCR output scart/RF socket being feed into the
television input scart/RF socket.
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CLAIMS
1) The multimedia computer comprises of a 450 by 415 by 150
mm container with a detatchable keyboard fitting flush to the
front of the unit (although varying sizes will be made available)
.Internal Hard disc and ram will vary according to the many
options available and demanded in the market place .It would
not be dependent on the use a separate monitor or separate
speakers for mutimedia use.The computer would have a video
card and modems installed.

2) The computer would be normally be sold without a monitor
as in claim 1 ( although one could be connected ) The visual
and audio output for the unit would be by a scart/R F connector
which would connect to a video recorder and then to a
television, or direct to a stand alone television of any screen
size.

3)Using the video connection as in claim 2 allows for all
information processed by the computer to be recorded both
sound and vision from on line to business programs to games
and multimedia Information

.

4) The internal modem as in claim 1 and linked connector to a
telephone sockets gives the computer access to on line
information E-Mail .Fax and network services such as Internet.

5)lnternal CD Rom gives access to Multimedia Information with
an internal video card fitted (as in claim 1 ) Audio and Film
Compact Discs can be heard at best through a Nfcam TV and
Video. All of which can be recorded on video tape.

6) A three and a half inch Disc drive is installed to input new
software and back up programs .Sound an vision from a three
and a half inch disc could be recorded on video.

7) The computer has a separate input socket that would
connect with any fax machines output telephone line .This
would allow the computer to be able to :-
A) Use the scanner from the fax to input to the hard disc any
A4 page of information.
B) Use any existing fax machine as a printer for the computer
(weather it be a thermal or plain paper)

8) The computer as described with reference to figures 1-6
of the accompanying drawing.



Amendments to the claims have been filed as follows

1) The multimedia computer comprises off a 450 by 415 by 150

mm container with a detatchable keyboard fitting flush to the

front of the unit (although varying sizes will be made available)

.Internal Hard disc and ram will vary according to the many
options available and demanded in the market place .It would

not be dependent on the use a separate monitor or separate

speakers for mutimedia use.The computer would have a video

card and modems installed.

2) The computer would be normally be sold without a monitor

as in claim 1 ( although one could be connected ) The visual

and audio output for the unit would be by a scart/R F connector

which would connect to a video recorder and then to a

television, or direct to a stand alone television of any screen

size,in order to produce sound and vision.

3)Using the video connection as in claim 2 allows for all

information processed by the computer to be recorded on

video tape both sound and vision from on line network to

business programs, games and multimedia information .

4)The connection by scart socket as in claim 2 between the

computer and video recorder provides access within the

computer hardware to any information recorded on video tape.

5) The internal modem as in claim 1 and linked connector to a

telephone output socket gives the computer access to on line

information E-Mail .Fax and network services such as Internet.

This information can be recorded on video tape for future use.

6)lnternal CD Rom gives access to Multimedia Information with

an internal video card fitted (as in claim 1 ) Audio and Film

Compact Discs can be seen and heard at best through Nicam
TV and Video. All of which can be recorded on video tape.

7) A 3 and a half Inch Disc drive Is installed to input new soft-

ware and back up programs.Sound and vision from a three

and a half inch disc could be recorded on video& vice versa.

8) The computer has a separate input socket that would

connect with any fax machines output telephone line .This

would allow the computer to be able to :-

A) Use the scanner from the fax to input to the hard disc any

A4 page of information.

B) Use any existing fax machine as a printer for the computer
(weather It be a thermal or plain paper)

9) The computer as described with reference to figures 1-6

of the accompanying drawing.
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